
WHGC Fall 1999 – Sophocles’ ANTIGONE 

(Some possible ideas for Discussion Sessions) 

 

Friday, Oct. 1  syllabus pp. 22-28, Antigone – 33-55, 55-90 

Monday, Oct. 4 Antigone – 91-128 (reminder: there are no stage directions in the 

original) 

 

If you add public debate to the dithyramb, you get Greek drama. I don’t believe 

anything like the Pnyx became the center of public life for any previous or contemporary culture 

of 5
th

 century BCE Greece. Certainly not a feature of the Hebrew culture – hot debate with 

Yahweh could be fatal.  

 

There are no living room or bedroom scenes in Greek drama. They take place outdoors, 

in public places. Even the most intimate scenes unfold before an “audience” – the Chorus. To 

give our students a “feel” for that atmosphere, cast a couple of extroverts as Creon and Antigone 

and find a good outdoor setting on our campus – say, put Creon and Antigone on the raised 

embankment in front of the Cashier’s Office and locate the rest of the class at least 60’ away. 

Begin the scene that starts with Antigone’s speech at the bottom of p. 83. If people wandering by 

wonder What is Going On?? – good. Maybe they’ll stop and listen. You’ve got the beginnings of 

a Greek event… Two people with diametrically opposed viewpoints and very strong feelings 

about their worth as human beings – tend to get into loud arguments (stichomythia). It makes for 

good theatre. 

 

Something that may appeal to the scientifically-inclined student is the beauty of the 

structure that the Greek playwrights developed. Form was part of the “art.” A bit of class 

detective work on Antigone with reveal* - an opening scene [Prologue], entrance of the Chorus 

[Parados], a confrontational scene between 2 or more characters [Episode], a choral song that 

comments on the action or refreshes the audience’s memory about a parallel “historical” event 

[Ode, or Stasimon], another 4 Episodes and Odes, and a final denouement scene [Exodus]. Not 

every Greek play follows this pattern exactly, but they’re pretty close to this format. A bit of 

speculation by the class as to how this structure aids the dramatic effectiveness of the play may 

also lead to some interesting conclusions. Oh, and another variable for their consideration is how 

3 actors were able to play 8 speaking roles… 

 

Aristotle looked at some of the best plays from Sophocles’ time 100+ years after they 

were performed and jotted down some notes about what made them work. He noted that the best 

plots contained Moments of recognition [anagnorisis] by the main character(s). Have folks try to 

identify those moments in Antigone – for both Antigone and Creon [how about the other 

characters?], and read them aloud.  

 

Aristotle also talks about hamartia, which is actually an archery term meaning simply, 

“missing the mark.” Most of our folks come in with the notion of the “tragic flaw,” which they 

get from their h.s. English classes, that actually shortchanges Aristotle’s concept. “Missing the 

mark” can have much broader possibilities. For instance, if we go back to Oedipus, his hamartia 

might be the quick temper that gets him into trouble – but a more interesting possibility is his 

unquestioned ability to get at the truth [it was he, after all, who solved the riddle of the Sphinx, 



not Teiresius]. So, under these particular circumstances, what would normally be a laudable 

virtue ends up bringing his world crashing down. Antigone and Creon are both good candidates 

for the hamartia test. Again, having students find and read aloud passages to prove their 

conclusions may make for interesting discussions.  

 

Emphasize that this is a play, not a book! It is exactly what a blueprint is to a cathedral, 

or a score is to a symphony. The only true realization of a play script is in performance. What we 

have actually in our hands is the diagram of a skeleton. Each reader must provide the blood and 

sinew, the passion and the spit, with their own imaginations.  

 

Interesting that “the city” takes on an importance we never saw in The Odyssey or 

Exodus. What can be said about Odysseus, Moses, and Creon as catalysts for very different 

“communities.” What about the range of the concept of Justice – rough, divine, codified, 

tyrannical… 

 

Some more specific notes/possibilities for discussion –  

(F&F refers to translation of Antigone by Dudley Fitts & Robert Fitzgerald – same 

Fitzgerald as did our version of The Odyssey) 

 

¾�The Sentry is a great character. How does he fit into anyone’s definition of classical 

tragedy? 

 

¾�We never hear any more about Ismene. Why? 

 

¾�P. 126 – mention of Megareus – 1
st
 son of Creon and Eurydice – killed defending Thebes. 

Why doesn’t he get more “air” time? 

 

¾�P. 128 – What thoughts do the final lines [Chorus] of the play leave the audience to 

ponder? Hubris? 

 

¾�What role do “curses” and/or “oaths” play in the action/plot? 

 

¾�Look at Creon’s last line [p. 127]. “-once more a crushing fate’s coming down upon my 

head!” F&F translate the line as “Fate has brought all my pride to a thought of dust.” 

Which one seems more effective? 

 

¾�p. 123 – bottom – Creon would be carrying a dummy when he enters. The actor playing 

Haemon would have changed masks to be onstage at that moment as the Messenger.  

 

¾�Greek dramatists seemed to think it wise to have scenes of violence take place offstage 

and be reported to the audience by a messenger. [Antigone sprinkles dust on a rotting 

corpse; hangs herself in the cave; Haemon tries to kill his father, then kills himself; 

Eurydice commits suicide…] Today’s movies would revel in providing every detail of 

such gore and carnage. What were the benefits of not staging these scenes for us? 

 



¾�Look at each of the 6 Choral Odes [Parados, plus 5 Odes that follow the Episodes] and 

identify the main topic of each – then determine Sophocles’ intended parallel and the 

pertinence to the play’s action [e.g., Ode 4 on p. 108 is about other examples of entombed 

victims – folks shut up in caves by rulers, both kings and gods. So the Chorus is showing 

that Creon’s “punishment” clearly has legal precedence. 

 

¾�Antigone’s last speeches [p. 105-7] are particularly interesting to analyze – as she herself 

questions her motivations. Great drama involves life-and-death situations plus a 

revelation of exactly what self-knowledge [anagnorisis] the main character struggles to 

attain.  

 

¾�P. 104 – 1
st
 line [Chorus] – F&F translate as: 

Reverence is a virtue, but strength Lives in established law: that must prevail. You 

have made your choice, Your death is the doing of your conscious hand.” 

which I think, gives a much clearer statement of the situation than Fagles’ translation. 

You might have the class compare the effect for them of these two versions. It points up 

how much the translator can shape meaning.  

 

¾�Structural variations – Episode 4 [p. 102] begins with an extension of Ode 3 via an 

exchange between Antigone and the Chorus – perhaps similar to the earliest type of 

exchanges between Thespis and the dithyramb chorus in the early transition from 

dithyramb to the first drama competition in 534 BCE. The real action of the 4
th

 Episode 

starts with Creon’s entrance on p. 104. 

 

¾�Again, on p.l03 in Antigone's speech at bottom of page, F&F have her say "O Oedipus, 

father and brother! Your marriage strikes from the grave to murder mine.” - which, for 

me, resonates the irony - much more clearly than the Fagles' version.  

 

¾� p.94 - Discuss Creon's statement, "Show me the man who roles his household well: rlI 

show you someone fit to rule the state." in relation to Odysseus . . . Moses.  

 

¾�p.86 Fagles = "I never knew I was breeding twin disasters, the two of you rising up 

against my throne." vs. F&F = "I never knew that these two sisters were aiming at my 

throne!" This is just one of several fine examples of Creon's paranoia – might make a 

good 'search and discussion' topic.  

 

¾�p. 86 Antigone says, "I was born to join in love, Dot hate - that is my nature." Discuss 

parallel with Mencius, versus Creon as perhaps a prime example of Hebrew justice 

[Exodus - an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth]  

 

¾�p.83 Gender issue - middle of page: “I am not the man. not now: she is the man if this 

victory goes to her and she goes free." [again, F&F hit it more directly with “Who is the 

man here, She or I, if this crime goes unpunished?"]  

 

¾�p.76 Ode 1 - a paean to Mankind. The first line is much better known as "Many are the 

wonders of the world, but none more wonderful than man..." And the end of the Ode lays 



out what the Chorus [Sophocles] thinks is the key to being a good ruler [compare With 

Mencius].  

 

¾�p.72 The Sentry says [line 300] "... ready to take up red-hot iron in our fists." This is, I 

believe, a reference to a form of 'trial by fire.' Supposedly an innocent person could do it 

without serious damage. Similar forms of 'getting at the truth' were considered 'legal 

proof into the 18th century. We once read Tristan and Isolde in WH, which contained 

just such a pivotal scene."  

 

¾� p.63 Man's law vs. gods' law [Written vs. Natural] is subject of lines 91-94:  

Antigone: Do as you like, dishonor the laws the gods hold in honor.  

Ismene: I’d do them no dishonor - but defy the city? I have no strength for that, 

which, once again, I think reads better in F&F's version:  

Antigone: You may do as you like, Since apparently the laws of the gods mean 

nothing to you.  

Ismene: They mean a great deal to me; but I have no strength to break laws that 

were made for the public good. 

 

¾�p. 61 Inciting action of the play - what is it? Perhaps a case can be made that it is Creon's 

decree that sets things in motion, but the one we actually see onstage is Antigone's 

decision to bury her brother in defiance of the decree. Fagles translates this critical 

moment by having her say, "Will you lift up his body with these bare hands and lower it 

with me?" F&F have her say, "Ismene, I am going to bury him. Will you come?" Which 

do you think is more effective?  

 

¾� I'm going to ask my class to bring in a 3x5 card with a favorite metaphor or simile from 

the text - to be read to the class.  

 

¾�Is anyone a 'hero'? How do you feel about Antigone committing suicide? How are Creon 

& Antigone alike? Different? What does the word 'fanaticism' mean? idée fixe?  

 

¾�Examine how Haemon approaches his father to change his mind. What strategies does he 

use?  

 

¾�What would the dialog be like in a scene between Haemon and Antigone? Or between 

Antigone and Polynices just before the battle. . .   

 

¾�Fagles' chapter "Greece and the Theatre" has some good stuff in it. Worth the read for 

ideas.  

 

*Prologue - p. 59 Parados - p. 65 Episode 1 - p.66 [Creon's entrance] Ode 1- p. 76 Episode 2 - p. 

78 Ode 2 - p. 9] Episode3 - p.93 Ode3 - p:101 Episode4 - p.102 Ode4 - p.l08 Episode5-p.110 

Ode 5 - p.118 Exodus - p.119  


